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Abstract16

Saturn’s aurora represents the ionospheric response to plasma processes occurring in the17

planet’s entire magnetosphere. Short-lived ∼ 1 h quasiperiodic high-energy electron in-18

jections, frequently observed in in-situ particle and radio measurements, should there-19

fore entail an associated flashing auroral signature. This study uses high time-resolution20

UV auroral imagery from the Cassini spacecraft to demonstrate the continuous occur-21

rence of such flashes in Saturn’s northern hemisphere and investigate their properties.22

We find that their recurrence periods of order 1 hr and preferential occurrence near dusk23

match well with previous observations of electron injections and related auroral hiss fea-24

tures. A large spread in UV auroral emission power, reaching more than 50% of the to-25

tal auroral power, is observed independent of the flash locations. Based on an event ob-26

served both by the Hubble Space Telescope and the Cassini spacecraft, we propose that27

these auroral flashes are not associated with low-frequency waves and instead directly28

caused by recurrent small-scale magnetodisc reconnection on closed field lines. We sug-29

gest that such reconnection processes accelerate plasma planetward of the reconnection30

site towards the ionosphere inducing transient auroral spots while the magnetic field rapidly31

changes from a bent-back to a more dipolar configuration. This manifests as a sawtooth-32

shaped discontinuity observed in magnetic field data and indicates a release of magne-33

tospheric energy through plasmoid release.34

1 Introduction35

The Cassini mission, in orbit around Saturn between 2004 and 2017, gradually re-36

vealed the high complexity of the Kronian magnetosphere. One of the many dynamical37

processes which yet remain to be understood is the occurrence of ∼ 1 h quasiperiodic38

features observed in a variety of magnetospheric measurements. The observed features39

include magnetic field fluctuations (Yates et al., 2016), signatures in ion and electron mea-40

surements (e.g., Badman et al., 2012; Mitchell, Kurth, et al., 2009; Palmaerts, Roussos,41

et al., 2016; Roussos et al., 2016), pulses in radio emissions / auroral hiss (e.g., Carbary,42

Kurth, & Mitchell, 2016; Mitchell et al., 2016) and periodic brightenings in Saturn’s UV43

and visible auroral intensity (e.g., Dyudina, Ingersoll, Ewald, & Wellington, 2016; Mitchell44

et al., 2016; Palmaerts, Radioti, et al., 2016; Radioti et al., 2013). All these have been45

reported to occur periodically at a relatively fixed period of ∼ 60 min, but their origin46

is still unclear.47

Recent surveys have statistically investigated the occurrence of such short period-48

icities throughout the Kronian magnetosphere. Roussos et al. (2016) and Palmaerts, Rous-49

sos, et al. (2016) analyzed quasiperiodic injections of relativistic electrons and found that50

most events occurred at ∼ 1 h periodicities and outside of Titan’s orbit (∼ 20RS), spread51

through almost all the outer magnetosphere - although with a significant location bias52

towards dusk local times (LTs). Palmaerts, Roussos, et al. (2016) further observed strong53

radio bursts in the auroral hiss collocated with the electron injections and higher growth54

rates of the pulses at high latitudes, suggesting a high-latitude acceleration region. The55

observed location at which these injections take place points to magnetopause or Vasyliunas-56

cycle reconnection as possible trigger mechanisms (Roussos et al., 2016). Kelvin-Helmholtz57

waves are deemed unlikely to effectuate the observed LT disparity.58

Based on radio measurements from the entire Cassini mission, Carbary et al. (2016)59

observed similarly increased occurrence rates of periodicities in plasma wave intensity60

near dusk and at high latitudes; although noting that this bias might be explained with61

higher auroral hiss observation rates in these regions. They suggest interhemispheric Alfven62

waves as a possible source, similar to Yates et al. (2016) who used magnetic field data63

to show that second harmonic standing Alfven waves could be responsible for the peri-64

odic phenomena observed. Yates et al. (2016) also observed the intensity of the quasi-65

periodic magnetic field oscillations to depend on the phase of the ∼ 10.7 h planetary pe-66
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riod oscillation (PPO) and related this to PPO modulation of Cassini’s distance from67

the magnetospheric current sheet.68

Several case studies have analyzed periodic brightenings of the high-latitude au-69

roral oval (Mitchell et al., 2016) and transient auroral spots and bifurcated arcs on the70

duskside (Radioti et al., 2013, 2009), as well as pulsating cusp emissions (Palmaerts, Ra-71

dioti, et al., 2016). Mitchell et al. (2016) demonstrated that quasiperiodic auroral bright-72

enings are in phase with auroral hiss and particle signatures, indicating a common gen-73

eration process. Energetic neutral atom (ENA) signatures of this process are expected74

but could so far not be observed, likely due to the spatial and time resolution of the Cassini75

INCA detector (Krimigis et al., 2004) being too limited to capture these small-scale and76

short-lived features. All these studies favor magnetic reconnection processes as likely trig-77

gers, but the main question - how exactly these quasiperiodic fluctuations are generated78

and what determines their periodicity - remains unanswered.79

In this study we investigate pulsations in the UV auroral intensity using large sets80

of to date mostly unused images from Cassini’s UV Spectrographic Imager (UVIS) with81

the aim of shedding more light on possible driving mechanisms. In section 2 we present82

the dataset used. Our analysis methods and results are explained in sections 3 and 4,83

respectively. We conclude this study in section 5.84

2 Data Set85

We use a selection of images from the Cassini UVIS spectrographic imager (Espos-86

ito et al., 2004) which intermittently observed Saturn’s UV auroras between Cassini’s87

orbit insertion on 1 July 2004 and end of mission on 15 September 2017. Auroral im-88

agery was obtained by scanning the instrument’s FUV slit (1.5×64 mrad, 110−190 nm)89

across the auroral region. Depending on the viewing geometry and the accumulation time90

for each slit exposure, the total exposure time for an image covering the full auroral oval91

can vary between 6−180 min. In this study we only use image sequences with more than92

15 images taken in quick succession, with the median exposure time of the images in-93

cluded, Tmedian, smaller than 1000 s ≈ 17 min. The highest single image exposure time94

used is 19.7min. Taking only into account images from the northern hemisphere, this95

results in a set of 2130 images spread over 36 sequences, with 14 sequences providing (near-96

)continuous observations of the auroral oval over more than one planetary rotation (∼97

10.66 h). A list of the image sequences used is given in Table 1.98

Each image was polar projected onto a 0.5◦×0.25◦ (lon×lat) planetocentric po-99

lar grid at an altitude of 1100 km above Saturn’s 1 bar level (with Saturn’s equatorial100

and polar radii RSEQ = 60268 km and RSPO = 54364 km) where auroral emissions are101

thought to be generated (Gérard et al., 2009) using Cassini SPICE pointing information102

available on NASA’s Planetary Data System. The intensity recorded by the UVIS FUV103

sensor is converted to the total unabsorbed H2 emission intensity (70−170 nm) by mul-104

tiplying the value measured in the 155−162 nm range by the factor 8.1 as empirically105

determined by Gustin et al. (2017, 2016) in order to minimize dayglow emission and hy-106

drocarbon absorption effects.107

Even so, some dayglow remains in most UVIS images; we remove it in order to ob-108

tain accurate auroral brightnesses and emission powers. This is done by determining the109

dayglow brightness dependence on solar zenith angle (SZA) using all UVIS images col-110

lected between ±3h of the image which is being corrected (see Fig. 1). We use all pix-111

els equatorward of 23◦ colatitude from the pole, so equatorward of the median equator-112

ward boundary of Saturn’s auroral oval and its median absolute deviation (Bader et al.,113

2019). We determine an SZA-brightness histogram (Fig. 1b), and median-filter the data114

with a box 10◦ wide in SZA to obtain a smooth median brightness per SZA distribution,115

shown with a red line. This is used to model the dayglow background of an auroral im-116
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Figure 1. Removal of dayglow procedure. (a) Polar-projected UVIS image, looking down onto
the northern pole with midnight towards the top. Concentric rings mark the colatitude from the
northern pole in steps of 10◦. The total unabsorbed H2 emission intensity of Saturn’s northern
aurora is shown with a logarithmic color map as defined with the large color bar to the right.
Pixels outside of the red-dashed line at 23◦ colatitude are considered background emission and
used for estimating the brightness of dayglow. (b) Solar zenith angle (SZA) versus brightness his-
togram of all background emission of all UVIS images within a ±3 hr window of this observation,
with the filtered median shown in red and and the median absolute deviation shown with red
shading. (c) Brightness map of dayglow derived from the median of the distribution in (b). (d)
The original image with the derived dayglow brightness (c) subtracted.
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age (Fig. 1c), which is then subtracted from the original image such that only true au-117

roral emissions remain (Fig. 1d).118

3 Method119

A short example sequence of UVIS images is shown in Figure 2. The 25 images dis-120

played have an exposure time of ∼ 9 min each, adding up to ∼ 4.5 h of near-continuous121

observations. Quasi-periodic auroral flashes in the dusk region are visible in panels (b),122

(f), (l), (p) and (v) and marked with yellow arrows. A high time-resolution for an ex-123

tended period such as this can only be achieved if Cassini is located close to apoapsis124

above one of the poles, since only then the viewing geometry allows UVIS to successively125

sweep over the whole auroral oval with short scans for extended periods of time. This126

naturally implies a greatly reduced spatial resolution as is clearly visible in the images127

shown.128

In order to mitigate this drawback, we will use the auroral power to track periodic129

transient auroral intensifications such as those shown in Figure 2. Since each pixel of the130

UVIS instrument represents an average of the brightness observed across the area it cov-131

ers, an integration over a complete image or part of it should yield a value of the auro-132

ral power which is only marginally impacted by the low spatial resolution - only the rel-133

ative weights of differently bright areas subtending the pixel can be modified as the po-134

lar projection is performed, skewing the calculated powers to some degree.135

After correcting for dayglow as described above, we section each image into 36 LT136

bins and integrate their enclosed intensities between 0◦−30◦ colatitude from the pole137

to obtain an LT distribution of radiant fluxes, or “auroral powers” - noting that the col-138

umn emission rates observed by each UVIS pixel need to be corrected for the angle un-139

der which the emitting surface (ionospheric layer) was observed such as to not overes-140

timate the emission rate of regions observed under low elevation angles. By combining141

LT-power distributions of several images we obtain a keogram. The one including all im-142

ages from Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3a, with the total emission power Ptot below. The143

most prominent feature is a strong brightening occurring at about 11:00 UTC close to144

the midpoint of the sequence, and subcorotating through noon into dusk until the end145

of the sequence. This is likely a large-scale injection event triggered by tail reconnection146

(e.g., Mitchell, Krimigis, et al., 2009).147

However, we focus on the short-lived flashes shown in Figure 2 - visible as bright148

vertical lines between roughly 15−21 LT. In order to separate these highly dynamic fea-149

tures from the more long-lived auroral background of subcorotating patches, we create150

a median-filtered version of the keogram using a box of size 3000 s×30◦ (2 h LT), tilt-151

ing the box according to a subcorotation rate of 65% of Saturn’s rotation to account for152

the relatively steady motion of Saturn’s auroral emissions (Grodent, 2005). Subtract-153

ing the so calculated background (see Figure 3b, summed power Pbg below) from the orig-154

inal keogram yields a keogram of transient features, shown in Figure 3c. A time series155

of the UV power attributed to these pulsing features, Ppulses, is obtained by summing156

up all LT bins for each image/time step (black graph in Fig. 3c); smoothing the result157

with a 20 min boxcar average (red graph in Fig. 3c) reveals the quasiperiodic intensifi-158

cations quite clearly.159

Pulses are identified by finding all local maxima in the smoothed result with a promi-160

nence larger than 3GW, an empirically determined limit. This value may seem rather161

small, but it is to note that the boxcar averaging significantly decreases the original peak162

height - most detected peaks have powers > 5GW on an auroral background of roughly163

20− 200GW. The uncertainty of the total UV power can only be estimated based on164

the noise in the time series, but is likely in the range of only 1-2GW. The peak power165

is determined by the closest datapoint in Ppulses. We also try to find the approximate166
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Figure 2. Example sequence of UVIS images from 2014-05-25 (DOY 145). Shown is the total
unabsorbed H2 emission intensity of Saturn’s northern aurora with a logarithmic color scale, after
the dayglow has been subtracted. The view is from above the north pole, such that the pole is
in the center of each image with local midnight towards the top of the figure and local noon to-
wards the bottom. Concentric rings mark the colatitude from the pole in 10◦ steps. The northern
(southern) PPO system’s orientation is indicated with red (blue) lines which mark the pointing
direction of the corresponding magnetic perturbation dipole (such that ΦN/S is the counterclock-
wise angle between local noon and the marked line). The time at which a UVIS scan started is
noted on top of each panel, together with the total exposure time of the corresponding sweep.
Yellow arrows in panels (b), (f), (l), (p) and (v) indicate short-lived auroral intensifications at
local dusk.
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Figure 3. UV power keogram from 2014-05-25 (DOY 145) based on 96 UVIS images, in-
cluding but not limited to the sequence shown in Figure 2. (a) The original keogram, with each
vertical stripe corresponding to the UV power of a single UVIS image integrated in 36 local time
bins between 0 − 30◦ colatitude from the northern pole. The total UV power Ptot of each image
(the sum of the keogram in vertical direction) is shown below with black crosses. Overlaid in red
is the contribution of the auroral background to the total power, Pbg. (b) The median-filtered
background. Diagonal white lines track the approximate location of upward FAC maxima caused
by the two PPO perturbation systems - the bold (dashed) line corresponding to the primary (sec-
ondary) PPO system located in the same (opposite) hemisphere (e.g., Andrews et al., 2010; Hunt
et al., 2014; Provan et al., 2018). Below the keogram is Pbg, as already plotted in red in panel
(a). (c) The difference between the previous panels (a) and (b), corresponding to the UV pulsing
power with the background removed. Below again the sum of the keograms in black, Ppulses, with
a 20-minute boxcar average overlaid in red. Gray dashed vertical lines and bars mark the deter-
mined pulse locations and heights. The approximate LT location of these brightenings is marked
with black-and-white circles in the keogram. (d) A filtered version of panel (c) as described in the
text, used for determining the approximate LT location of the auroral flashes. Again, the black-
and-white circles mark the LT location in the keogram. Below is a copy of the corresponding
graph from panel (c), added for reference.
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origin of each pulse using the keogram of transient features (Fig. 3c). These auroral flashes167

are usually very short-lived with a lifetime < 10 min (Dyudina et al., 2016) (they are168

nearly never spread over 2 UVIS images with exposure times of ∼ 10min) but rather169

wide in LT. Hence we apply a median-filter of size 600 s×90◦ (6 h LT) to highlight the170

pulses and exclude other features, followed by a same-sized mean-filter to create smooth171

peaks. The resulting array is shown in Figure 3d, the maximum in LT corresponding to172

each pulse is highlighted with a black-and-white circle. If the maximum in this array cor-173

responding to a pulse in UV power does not exceed 5 times the median absolute devi-174

ation of the array, the location determined in this step is deemed unreliable and discarded.175

Figures similar to Fig. 3 for all analyzed sequences can be found in the Supporting In-176

formation.177

4 Results and Discussion178

4.1 Flash Powers and Periodicities179

Table 1 summarizes the results for all sequences analyzed. We find quasi-periodic180

brightenings in all sequences, although with highly variable strengths: the largest instan-181

taneous contribution of the pulsing features to the total emitted UV power per sequence,182

Pmax = max(Ppulses/Ptot), ranges between 10.8 − 71.1%, reaching up to 50% or more183

of the total auroral power emitted in several sequences. In many observations, the flashes184

hence seem to be more powerful than the remaining auroral emissions combined. We note185

that these values represent lower limits, since the lifetime of such auroral flashes is shorter186

than or comparable to the exposure time of the UVIS imagery used. As visible in Fig.187

2, one flash is usually fully scanned with only few single slit exposures (8 s each) - in this188

example, the UVIS slit was aligned roughly into the dawn-dusk direction and scanned189

from midnight to noon. With Cassini slewing with a constant angular velocity and the190

entire scan taking less than 10min, the time during which the UVIS slit was pointed to-191

wards the flash direction is of order 1min or less. The recorded power therefore likely192

corresponds to the rise or decay phases of a flash and is lower than its actual power max-193

imum.194

We determine the periodicity of these features by combining the Ppulses time se-195

ries of all periods investigated here and calculating a Lomb-Scargle periodogram (see.196

Figure 4. A wide peak in the periodogram indicates periodicities close to 54min, with197

a noticeable spread a few minutes either direction; clearly indicating that these auroral198

flashes must be closely related to the quasiperiodic features observed in electron, radio199

and magnetic field data in previous studies (e.g., Carbary et al., 2016; Mitchell et al.,200

2016; Mitchell, Kurth, et al., 2009; Palmaerts, Roussos, et al., 2016; Roussos et al., 2016;201

Yates et al., 2016).202

As can be seen in Table 1 and the Supporting Information figures, we identify au-203

roral flashes in nearly every investigated sequence. Due to UVIS’s slit-scanning mech-204

anism, it is likely that some flashes occur but are not recorded due to their lifetime be-205

ing too short and the UVIS slit being pointed at a different location while a flash is ac-206

tive. We hence conclude that this auroral flashing seems to be quasi-continuous just as207

the energetic electron and auroral hiss intensifications observed previously.208

4.2 Statistical Properties of Auroral Flashes209

In the context of this study we could identify 214 auroral intensifications, 149 of210

which were prominent enough to be located in LT. We note that the determined LT po-211

sitions are due to the pixel size and the size of the flashes themselves only approximate,212

and we assume an error of ±1hr LT. Figure 5 shows a statistical analysis of the prop-213

erties of the auroral brightenings observed. We find that their power can reach more than214

30GW, although values ∼ 5 − 10 GW are most common. A histogram of periods be-215
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Table 1. Northern hemisphere UVIS image sequences used for this study with UTC start
and stop time of each sequence, the number of images included and their median exposure time
Tmedian, the number of peaks recorded, and the peak percentage of auroral power Pmax con-
tributed to the total instantaneous auroral power by the pulsing emissions

Start time Stop time Images Tmedian Peaks Pmax

(UTC) (UTC) # (min) # (%)

2008-04-18 09:43 2008-04-18 13:46 21 12.1 2 33.7
2008-05-08 07:59 2008-05-08 13:47 24 15.1 4 32.7
2008-07-13 03:50 2008-07-13 10:48 29 14.9 1 26.7
2008-07-19 03:26 2008-07-19 13:21 54 11.1 5 18.5
2014-03-20 01:07 2014-03-20 04:14 19 10.4 3 25.8
2014-03-28 09:45 2014-03-28 19:08 54 10.4 9 52.2
2014-05-10 02:25 2014-05-10 17:12 70 12.8 6 32.7
2014-05-25 05:08 2014-05-25 22:36 96 11.0 18 30.3
2014-05-27 04:16 2014-05-27 22:44 116 9.6 11 51.9
2014-05-29 04:16 2014-05-29 22:25 114 9.6 17 41.6
2014-05-30 17:01 2014-05-30 22:31 37 9.2 6 36.8
2014-05-31 17:01 2014-05-31 22:23 35 9.4 4 34.2
2014-06-01 16:54 2014-06-01 22:07 34 9.4 3 41.3
2014-06-02 17:34 2014-06-02 23:44 40 9.4 7 71.1
2014-06-03 17:34 2014-06-03 23:44 40 9.4 5 54.0
2014-06-05 07:45 2014-06-06 04:25 120 10.4 12 35.7
2014-06-07 14:56 2014-06-08 04:08 77 10.4 5 31.8
2014-06-09 10:48 2014-06-10 04:09 93 11.3 5 40.3
2014-06-10 15:49 2014-06-11 09:33 90 11.9 11 33.6
2014-09-05 11:52 2014-09-05 20:59 73 7.6 10 35.0
2014-09-13 06:07 2014-09-13 14:13 60 8.2 7 30.1
2014-10-16 16:18 2014-10-17 05:32 73 11.0 11 27.7
2014-11-06 23:08 2014-11-07 12:32 123 6.3 6 46.7
2014-11-23 12:39 2014-11-23 16:46 42 6.1 5 27.8
2014-11-27 19:56 2014-11-28 10:30 136 6.3 12 33.6
2014-12-01 01:28 2014-12-01 09:02 69 6.7 3 31.9
2016-06-25 02:05 2016-06-25 06:47 28 10.4 2 27.1
2016-09-06 22:05 2016-09-07 05:31 28 16.5 4 20.3
2016-09-29 17:49 2016-09-29 20:38 18 9.9 1 39.5
2016-09-30 09:17 2016-09-30 16:38 37 12.2 1 46.0
2016-10-01 11:49 2016-10-02 02:24 50 17.2 2 35.8
2016-10-29 02:32 2016-10-29 10:29 40 12.3 2 23.9
2017-01-14 16:57 2017-01-14 22:39 29 12.3 1 26.2
2017-03-20 03:36 2017-03-21 04:46 89 16.1 9 42.4
2017-04-02 15:51 2017-04-02 21:48 48 7.6 4 22.9
2017-04-18 05:39 2017-04-18 11:16 26 13.4 0 10.8
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Figure 4. Lomb-Scargle periodogram of all Ppulses powers of all image sequences listed in
Tbl. 1.

tween consecutive pulses (Fig. 5b) reveals that intervals as low (high) as ∼ 30 min (∼216

70 min) are observed. While this spread might to some degree be accounted for by the217

still relatively low sampling frequency of the UVIS images, it certainly seems that the218

pulsing auroral features are, albeit continuous, not quite as periodic as related signatures219

in other datasets. We also observe a clear LT bias towards the dusk side (Fig. 5c), in220

agreement with the location bias of electron and plasma wave events (Carbary et al., 2016;221

Palmaerts, Roussos, et al., 2016; Roussos et al., 2016). The mean power of the auroral222

pulses however is largely unchanged through all LTs (Fig. 5d).223

The occurrence rates and mean powers of northern hemispheric auroral flashes in224

different PPO frames (e.g., Andrews et al., 2010; Hunt et al., 2014) are shown in pan-225

els 5e-h. The angle ΦN/S(t) represents hereby the instantaneous azimuthal angle between226

the transverse dipole of the northern/southern PPO perturbation system and local noon;227

it increases eastwards in direction of planetary rotation. ΨN/S describes the rest frame228

of the northern/southern PPO rotation; it is defined such that ΨN/S = 0◦ is aligned229

with the transverse perturbation dipole and ΨN/S increases westwards such that increas-230

ing values describe increasing rotational lags with respect to the dipole (see e.g., Bader231

et al., 2018; Hunt et al., 2014) . The PPO phases were determined using an empirical232

PPO model encompassing magnetic field measurements from the full Cassini mission (e.g.,233

Provan et al., 2018). Since the mean duration of the sequences used is ∼ 10.1 h, we can234

assume even coverage throughout all PPO phases. As visible in the histograms, neither235

the occurrence rate nor the power of the quasiperiodic flashes are significantly affected236

by PPOs. This does not necessarily disagree with the wave packet structure observed237

by Yates et al. (2016), as they presumed this to be an effect of the varying distance be-238

tween the magnetic dipole equator and the spacecraft. The observation of auroral fea-239

tures is not affected by this effect.240
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Figure 5. Basic statistics of the auroral flashes identified in this study. (a) Histogram of the
flashes’ peak UV powers, the hatched bar combines all those whose peak power was larger than
the upper histogram limit. (b) Histogram of interpulse periods, (c) Histogram of LT locations,
and (d) mean UV flash power and associated error in each LT bin. (e) The occurrence, mean
power and errors of northern hemispheric auroral flashes depending on the northern PPO phase
ΦN and (f) the location of these intensifications in the corresponding PPO-fixed magnetic longi-
tude frame ΨN. (g), (h) The occurrence, mean power and errors of northern hemispheric auroral
brightenings in the southern PPO system, ΦS and ΨS, respectively.
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However, there seems to be a depression of pulse occurrences at around ΨS ≈ 230−241

360◦ - but it is unclear why the flash occurrence in the northern hemisphere should de-242

pend more on the southern than on the northern PPO system. We note though that a243

large part of the data used in this study was obtained between mid-2013 and mid-2014,244

a period during which the northern and southern PPO systems were locked in near rel-245

ative antiphase and their relative strengths were highly variable (Provan et al., 2016).246

A clear relationship between the auroral intensity and the PPO phases has been confirmed247

(Bader et al., 2018), but the situation has been shown to become more complex when248

the two periods converge (Kinrade et al., 2018).249

4.3 Auroral Flash Evolution: Case Study250

Figure 6 shows one day of Cassini in-situ data obtained at the same time as sev-251

eral Hubble Space Telescope (HST) auroral images. The second half of the period shown252

is clearly dominated by ∼ 1 h quasiperiodic features in all instruments. The clearest sig-253

natures are visible in BP , which is the azimuthal component of the R-Theta-Phi coor-254

dinate system used here and positive in the direction of planetary rotation. BP follows255

a sawtooth-shape, exhibiting significant drop-offs roughly every hour. The other mag-256

netic field components change accordingly such that the total magnetic field strength (see257

Fig. 6g) shows no discontinuities, describing a simple rotation of the magnetic field vec-258

tor. These features are very similar to those observed in Fig. 1 of Palmaerts, Roussos,259

et al. (2016). As Cassini was located in the southern hemisphere well below the current260

sheet, these signatures correspond to a sudden change of the magnetic field from a bent-261

back to a more dipolar configuration, followed by a slow and steady change into the bent-262

back state. Coincident with these sharp features Cassini observed clearly enhanced au-263

roral hiss (see Fig. 6h) and increased energetic electron fluxes. All these signatures are264

also visible at the beginning of the sequence, and one signature was observed during the265

exposure of HST image 5.266

The HST images corresponding to this sequence of in-situ measurements are shown267

in Figure 7. These images were acquired by the HST Space Telescope Imaging Spectro-268

graph (STIS), with the STIS FUV multianode microchannel array (MAMA) using the269

F25SrF2 long-pass filter with an exposure time of 840 s. This filter is a bandpass filter270

letting 125−190 nm wavelengths pass while blocking the H Lyman-α emission line at271

121 nm. All exposures were background-subtracted and projected on a planetocentric272

polar grid (e.g., Clarke et al., 2009; Kinrade et al., 2017). This day clearly featured an273

exceptionally quiet aurora in the northern hemisphere, with none of the images includ-274

ing any dawn emission. The dominant feature is a transient brightening in image 5, co-275

inciding exactly with the in-situ signatures described above.276

In Figure 8 we present a sequence of HST images showing the dynamic motion of277

this one auroral flash in detail. The sequence was obtained by splitting HST image 5,278

which was acquired in time-tag mode, into 6 sub-exposures of equal length. Figure 8a-279

f shows the 6 sub-exposures in chronological order. With the flash just appearing in 8a,280

we can follow its evolution for about 10 min - probably most of its expected lifetime. The281

detailed views of the smoothed auroral intensity (Figure 8g-l) reveal that this auroral282

“flash” is rather a series of short, small-scale injections clustered together. Two of these283

injections are comparably long-lived and bright enough to be traced through several im-284

ages; their central positions were determined by their brightness maximum and are marked285

with red (blue) dashed lines in Figures 8g-j (8j-l). For their location, we assume an er-286

ror of 1◦ in colatitude and 5◦ in longitude (20min LT) based on the HST projection er-287

rors estimated by Grodent (2005).We observe that both injections move at least at full288

corotation speed (Figure 8m), with their azimuthal motion accelerating up to their last289

detection. At the same time, the first spot (red) is found to move equatorward between290

its first and second detection, after which is stays at the same colatitude (see Figure 8n).291

The second injection (blue) exhibits a somewhat clear equatorward motion. We note how-292
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Figure 7. HST images of Saturn’s northern hemisphere from 2014-04-09 to 2014-04-10 (DOY
99-100), numbered as in Figure 6. Exposure times range from 700-840 s. Cassini’s ionospheric
footprint was mapped using the Burton et al. (2010) model of the planetary field plus a contribu-
tion from the ring current modeled by Bunce et al. (2008) and is indicated with a red circle.

ever that the (co)latitudinal motion observed measures less than 1◦, with the projection293

grid of the original HST images being sized 0.25◦ in colatitude and the projection error294

being roughly 1◦ in this direction (Grodent, 2005); we therefore abstain from a quan-295

titative analysis here and only conclude that the auroral features seem to stay at their296

colatitudinal location or move slightly equatorward, but almost certainly don’t move in297

a poleward direction.298

4.4 Discussion299

Previous investigations have referred to Alfvèn mode standing waves as a possible300

driving mechanism of periodic transient features in Saturn’s aurora (Meredith, Cowley,301

Hansen, Nichols, & Yeoman, 2013), magnetic field data (Yates et al., 2016) and auro-302

ral hiss (Carbary et al., 2016). It has recently been shown that pulsating auroral emis-303

sions could also be connected to traveling Alfvèn waves inducing pulsating FACs (Yao304

et al., 2017), possibly generated through the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Masters et305

al., 2009) or perturbations at Saturn’s plasma circulation blockage near noon (e.g., South-306

wood & Chané, 2016). However, the magnetic field signatures shown in Figure 6 do not307

seem to be wave-related. The prominent sawtooth shape does not correspond to the char-308

acteristics of known ULF wave observations in Saturn’s magnetosphere (e.g., Kleindi-309

enst, Glassmeier, Simon, Dougherty, & Krupp, 2009; Russell, Leisner, Arridge, Dougherty,310

& Blanco-Cano, 2006), and the recurrence period of the discontinuities observed in BP311

(Fig. 6f) is less constant than would be expected for wave-like structures. The “inter-312

pulse period” between these features changes from significantly less than 1 h at around313

09:00 UT to over 1 h at about 12:00 UT in the sequence shown in Figure 6, for exam-314

ple.315
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Figure 8. Time-tag HST image from 2014-04-10 03:44:20-03:58:20 (image number 5 in Figures
6 and 7) split into 6 sub-exposures of equal length. (a)-(f) The background-subtracted and polar-
projected sub-exposures as seen from above the north pole, formatted as in Figure 2. Cassini’s
ionospheric footprint is indicated with a red circle. (g)-(l) Their section between 14 − 22 LT and
7 − 15◦ colatitude, smoothed with a 5 × 5/8◦ (lon× colat) Gaussian filter. The motion of two
spots is traced through some images, with their local brightness maximum marked with red/blue
dashed lines. (m) LT and (n) colatitude motion of the traced spots, colors corresponding to the
previous panels, with their uncertainty shown with error bars (Grodent, 2005).
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The auroral flash presented in Figure 8 was observed in the northern hemisphere,316

while coincident magnetic field, energetic electron and auroral hiss perturbations were317

observed by Cassini which was located south of the magnetodisc - suggesting that these318

quasiperiodic features occur on closed field lines. Furthermore, the auroral flash inves-319

tigated in section 4.3 seems to move equatorward or stay at one latitude, but clearly doesn’t320

move in a poleward direction as would be expected if it was connected to open field lines.321

This conclusion is supported by an observation investigated by Jasinski et al. (2014), who322

observed the ∼ 1 h quasiperiodic whistler mode intensifications to disappear as Cassini323

crossed from the closed magnetosphere into the cusp region. Based on the at least rigid324

corotation of the transient brightenings investigated above, we propose that its clustered325

spots are attached to planetward sections of a series of reconnected magnetodisc flux tubes.326

As the bulk of the plasma is being released outwards through Vasyliunas-cycle recon-327

nection, the entropy of the formerly stretched and subcorotating flux tubes is lowered.328

This allows them to interchange in a planetward direction (e.g., Gold, 1959; Mitchell et329

al., 2015, and references therein) and results in an equatorward motion of the flux tube330

footprint. The observed dynamic corotation of the auroral spots clearly indicates that331

the attached flux tubes must be mostly empty of plasma, allowing the magnetic field to332

return from a bent-back into a steady dipolar configuration.333

Delamere, Otto, Ma, Bagenal, and Wilson (2015) analyzed current sheet crossings334

using Cassini magnetometer data and found a greatly increased number of possible mag-335

netodisc reconnection sites near the dusk flank of Saturn. They conclude that a contin-336

uous “drizzle” of small and patchy reconnection events in this region is likely to contribute337

significantly to the continuous magnetic flux circulation in the magnetosphere - in line338

with earlier theoretical results (e.g., Bagenal, 2007; Bagenal & Delamere, 2011; Delamere339

& Bagenal, 2010, and references therein) and more recent investigations of magnetic tur-340

bulence in Saturn’s plasma sheet (Kaminker et al., 2017; von Papen & Saur, 2016). This341

process is similar to small plasma bubbles breaking off the outer edge of Jupiter’s mag-342

netodisc and moving down the dusk flank as proposed by Kivelson and Southwood (2005).343

Furthermore, Guo, Yao, Wei, et al. (2018) and Guo, Yao, Sergis, et al. (2018) recently344

found direct evidence of dayside magnetodisc reconnection and estimated the resulting345

energy flux in the reconnection region to be sufficient to power auroras. They also found346

≈ 1 h quasiperiodic energetic electron enhancements during and after the reconnection347

event investigated. Furthermore, a recent study revealed multiple reconnection x-line con-348

figurations in the premidnight sector, likely indicating recurrent small-scale reconnec-349

tion events at the dusk side (Smith, Jackman, Thomsen, Lamy, & Sergis, 2018). These350

results clearly support the mechanism suggested above, likely leading to predominant351

observations of auroral flashes, energetic electron injections (Palmaerts, Roussos, et al.,352

2016; Roussos et al., 2016) and auroral hiss intensifications (Carbary et al., 2016) near353

dusk local times due to increased magnetodisc reconnection rates.354

However, it remains unclear why the observed intensifications on Saturn occur ∼355

1 hr quasiperiodically. At Jupiter, Nichols et al. (2017) recently observed recurrent au-356

roral brightenings in the dusk active region and showed that these features were more357

prominent during solar wind compressions, but also active during a solar wind rarefac-358

tion. However, the periodicities are observed to be of order ∼ 3 min and therefore of higher359

frequency than those observed at Saturn in this study.360

5 Summary361

We have used 36 sequences of altogether more than 2100 UVIS images with short362

exposure times < 20min to investigate quasiperiodic changes in UV auroral emission363

power. Continuous pulsing at periodicities ∼ 1 h could be observed in all sequences, sug-364

gesting a continuous process largely independent of the upstream solar wind conditions.365

The power of the auroral flashes was shown to be highly variable; several sequences in-366

clude pulses accounting for more than 25% of the instantaneous UV auroral emission power,367
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indicating a significant energy input into the Kronian ionosphere. Locatable auroral flashes368

exhibit a clear dawn-dusk asymmetry, clearly favoring occurrences at dusk in agreement369

with high-energy electron injections and auroral hiss intensifications (Carbary et al., 2016;370

Palmaerts, Roussos, et al., 2016; Roussos et al., 2016). However, the mean pulse power371

is globally similar within errors, suggesting a common acceleration process throughout372

all LTs activated by an LT-biased trigger. We investigated the evolution of one such short-373

lived auroral emission using HST imagery and the associated in-situ measurements and374

found that it is better described as a patchy network of small injections with lifetimes375

< 10 min. The injections were observed on the northern hemisphere, while correspond-376

ing magnetic field, energetic electron and auroral hiss signatures were observed by Cassini377

in the southern hemisphere - suggesting that these features are a consequence of mag-378

netodisc reconnection events followed by a planetward motion of the reconnected and379

largely empty flux tubes through the interchange instability. The dynamic corotation380

of the patches and the coincident sawtooth-shaped discontinuities in the azimuthal mag-381

netic field component observed in this event are likely signatures of a rapid return of the382

magnetic field from a bent-back to a nearly dipolar configuration. Magnetodisc recon-383

nection at Saturn has been observed near noon (Guo, Yao, Sergis, et al., 2018; Guo, Yao,384

Wei, et al., 2018) and is presumed to occur predominantly and continuously at dusk (e.g.,385

Delamere et al., 2015; Kaminker et al., 2017; Kivelson & Southwood, 2005, and refer-386

ences therein), inducing auroral emissions like those investigated here and significantly387

contributing to magnetic flux circulation through a constant “drizzle” of small-scale re-388

connection and plasmoid release. What determines the reconnection rate and the dis-389

tinct periodicity is still an open question.390
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